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Abstract: The present paper introduces a script written in R language that generates a matrix of Smith’s
Measure of Divergence (MMD) for a set of non-metric trait frequencies. The script uses either the Anscombe
or Freeman & Tukey transformation to obtain theta values, and a choice of the Freeman & Tukey or Grewal
correction for small sample size to yield an MMD matrix. A matrix of standard deviations, using Sjøvold’s
formula, and statistical signiﬁcance for each value are also calculated.
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Dental and skeletal non-metric trait data are frequently recorded as a part of standard osteological protocol (cf. Buikstra & Ubelaker 1992). These data may then be used in research on
phenetic aﬃnities among past and present human populations (Scott 2008). Two common
distance measures are used for this form of research: 1) Mahalanobis D2 based on a tetrachoric
correlation matrix, and 2) C.A.B. Smith’s Mean Measure of Divergence (MMD) (Grewal
1962; Smith 1972). The former measure requires a complete dataset, i.e. all traits must be
observed for all individuals; the latter needs only summary data, i.e., occurence proportions
in compared subsets for each trait. Thus, the MMD may be used when skeletons or dentitions
are incomplete (Irish 2010). Considering that the state of preservation of human remains
in the Near East is generally poor, the MMD would be the more practical distance measure
for regional research.
Unfortunately, the MMD is not incorporated into any generally available statistical software; however, it can be implemented using R, a free software environment for statistical
computing (R Development Core Team 2011). An R script for the MMD is provided in
the Supplementary File available at the website of the Bioarchaeology of the Near East (www.
anthropology.uw.edu.pl). The instructions for using this program are provided below.
Prior to any analysis, the R package should be downloaded from www.r-project.org and
installed on the user’s computer. The non-metric data should then be prepared using any
spreadsheet software that can produce a Comma Separated Values (CSV) ﬁle. Two data sheets
should be created by the user and then saved as two separate CSV ﬁles: 1) the total numbers of
individuals scored for a given trait (i.e., whether present or absent), and 2) the amount present
for each trait. In both ﬁles, the ﬁrst row must include the names of each non-metric trait, and
the ﬁrst column should list the names of samples to be compared. Data in the second ﬁle may
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be presented either as proportions, with a range of 0-1, or as percents, with a range of 0-100.
No missing data are allowed.
Some user modiﬁcations to the script are possible, concerning four options. First, the
Anscombe transformation is the default option under Section B (see script at the above link)
as currently written:
## Anscombe transformation
theta <- function(n,p) { asin((n/(n+3/4))*(1-2*p)) }
## Freeman & Tukey transformation
#theta <- function(n,p) { 0.5*(asin(1-(2*p*n/(n+1)))+asin(1-(2*((p*n)+1)/ (n+1)))) }

If the Freeman & Tukey transformation is preferred, the # sign will need to be moved:
## Anscombe transformation
#theta <- function(n,p) { asin((n/(n+3/4))*(1-2*p)) }
## Freeman & Tukey transformation
theta <- function(n,p) { 0.5*(asin(1-(2*p*n/(n+1)))+asin(1-(2*((p*n)+1)/ (n+1)))) }

Second, there are three options for the correction of small sample size: Freeman & Tukey,
Grewal, and the uncorrected formula (per Harris & Sjøvold 2003). Freeman & Tukey is the
default. If one of the other options is preferred, the # sign will, as above, need to be moved
accordingly in Section B. Speciﬁcally, it should be placed at the beginning of the line below
the label “Freeman & Tukey correction” and removed from the beginning of the line below
the label for desired option.
Third, it is assumed that the second user-created data ﬁle (see above) contains percents of
occurrence for each non-metric trait (i.e., 0-100); if proportions are used instead (0-1), a similar substitution of the # signs must be made twice in Sections C and D, for lines below
labels “percent frequencies” and “proportions.”
The correction for the sample size produces negative values when a sample is compared to
itself. It is possible to turn them automatically to 0 in the MMD matrix by removing the #
sign in the last line of the Section D.
After the two user data ﬁles have been created and the script modiﬁed as needed, the latter
ﬁle should be opened in the R environment using File / Open script. Next, the script should be
launched via Edit / Run all (once the script window is active). The instructions for accessing
ﬁles should be followed, and it may take some time for the process to ﬁnish. The script lines
that have been executed will be displayed in red, assuming no colour preferences were changed
by the user. If ﬁle selection was cancelled by user, the script would be executed anyway, with
inappropriate data.
As the default, the script generates four matrices displayed in blue in the R console. First,
a diagonal matrix is provided that contains data useful in trait selection. Two values are listed
after each trait name; one is the mean MMD for this single trait, and the other is the proportion of positive MMD values for the trait. A negative MMD value indicates that the
sample size may be too small and/or a given trait does not diﬀerentiate between samples; as
such, it may be removed from the dataset as desired (see Harris & Sjøvold 2003). For clearer
inter-population diﬀerentiation, only traits with a positive ﬁrst value and the highest possible
second value should be selected for the analysis. This numeric list is valid only if a correction
for small sample size was used (an uncorrected matrix will have no negative distance values).
Three consecutive square matrices follow in the output (see Figure 1): (1) the MMD matrix, (2) the standard deviations counted using Sjøvold’s formula (1973), and (3) the statistical
signiﬁcance for each MMD value, estimated using two-sided Z-scores counted as MMD/SD.
Such an estimation of the statistical signiﬁcance is based on the assumption that the MMD
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follows normal distribution, which is not necessarily true, so the interpretation of this ﬁgure
must be cautious (see also discussion in Harris & Sjøvold 2003 on the statistical signiﬁcance
of the MMD). Each matrix may be saved to a CSV ﬁle, by removing the # sign before the
write.csv command in Section G; in addition, sample ﬁle names should be replaced by the
proper names with full paths on the user’s computer.

Figure 1. A sample output produced by the script in the R environment.
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